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Abstract

Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) provide a gen-
eral framework that can learn in a variety of data domains,
such as 3D geometry, social networks, and chemical struc-
tures. GCNs, however, often ignore intrinsic relationships
among nodes in the graph, and these relationships need to
be learned indirectly during the training process through
mechanisms such as attention or local-kernel approxima-
tion. This paper introduces selection-based graph convolu-
tion, a method for preserving these intrinsic relationships
within the graph convolution operator which provides im-
proved performance over attention-based counterparts on
various tasks. We demonstrate the effectiveness of selec-
tion to improve the performance of many types of GCNs
on tasks such as spatial graph classification. Furthermore,
we demonstrate the ability to improve state-of-the-art graph
networks for road traffic estimation and molecular property
prediction.

1. Introduction
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have shown incredible

power to learn with irregular data that can be represented
with graph structures. Early on, spectral methods were used
to learn with these graphs [6,9]. Later, Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCNs) were introduced, which employ simple
neighborhood aggregation functions [19, 23, 31]. These al-
lowed for building multi-layer networks similar to preva-
lent 2D image convolutional networks. Common meth-
ods use attention or other metrics to determine how much
to weight incoming node features during an aggregation
step [5, 43, 44]. Some even use multi-layer perceptrons
within the aggregation steps themselves [8, 45, 51].

Because of the generality of GCNs, they are used for a
large variety of data domains, including 3D geometry, social
networks, and chemical structures. This generality, how-
ever, makes it difficult to represent certain kinds of infor-
mation intrinsically in the graph. For example, points in 3D
data have natural spatial relationships relative to each other
(above, below, in front of, etc.), but this spatiality cannot be
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Figure 1. In Graph Convolutional Networks (left), a single learned
weight matrix or function is applied to all nodes during the aggre-
gation step, using fixed or learned edge weights between 0 and 1.
In contrast, Selection-based Graph Convolutional Networks (right)
partition the graph edges into multiple groups to allow different
weights to be applied to different kinds of edges at each channel
of the node features.

represented in the graph structure itself. Instead, this infor-
mation is represented with positional encodings that could
be included with the node features, and the network has
to learn the spatial relationships indirectly. Alternatively,
a specially designed graph network must be used to approx-
imate local kernels around nodes in 3D space [4,12,32]. As
another example, many graphs contain data where it would
be beneficial to have different kinds of edges for connec-
tions to different kinds of data, such as distinguishing spa-
tial dimensions from the temporal features [24] or repre-
senting different bond types in molecules [50].

This paper explores the possibility of maintaining these
intrinsic relationships through the process of selection-
based convolution, which was introduced for images
in [20]. In a regular graph convolution, a single learned
weight matrix or function is applied to all nodes during the
aggregation step. Fixed or learned edge weights may deter-
mine the amount of influence a node has during the aggre-
gation, but this is limited to a single value in the range [0, 1]
for each target node. In contrast, in selection-based convo-
lution, the graph edges are partitioned into multiple groups
to allow different weights to be applied to different kinds of
edges without breaking the permutation-invariant constraint
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of graph aggregation operations. Unlike traditional edge
weights, these weights are applied per channel on node fea-
tures and can have any real-numbered value, including neg-
ative ones. This gives the network more expressive power
in solving graph tasks. The differences between regular and
selection-based graph convolution are illustrated in Fig. 1.

In [20], it was shown that graphs could maintain spatial-
relationship information by use of a particular selection
function, which is used for preprocessing the graph and par-
titioning edges into multiple adjacency matrices. This se-
lection function matched each edge to the closest cardinal
or ordinal direction, thus maintaining a structure similar to
a 3× 3 convolution for images. This approach was used to
perform convolution in the 2D domain for irregular image
types, such as those with discontinuities caused by projec-
tion or arbitrary domain limitations. In this work, by com-
parison, we generalize that approach to different kinds of
spatial graph data, as well as explore other graph-based rep-
resentations that benefit from selection-based convolution.

Previous research has proposed adding relationship in-
formation to graph convolutional networks, specifically for
knowledge graphs [7,38], but partitioning edges into groups
using a selection function is specific to the data, not to
the network architecture that is used. Thus, we show that
selection can improve the performance of specific tasks re-
gardless of the kind of graph network. Those tasks include
situations where spatial or other attribute information may
be available, and we present possible selection functions for
each kind of data. Additionally, we demonstrate how to in-
corporate selection into common network designs. We com-
pare our results to common attention-based methods and
show that selection can have superior performance while
using fewer parameters. Finally, we show the effectiveness
of our results by improving the performance of state-of-the-
art graph convolutional networks. Specifically, we incor-
porate selection into TGCN [54], a recurrent network de-
signed for traffic prediction, and DimeNet [16], a GCN de-
signed specifically for analyzing molecules and predicting
their quantum properties.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We demonstrate how to incorporate selection into
many common graph network designs.

• We propose selection functions that incorporate direc-
tional, distance, and other attribute information into
graph convolutions.

• We demonstrate the ability of selection to improve the
performance of many graph networks and outperform
attention-based counterparts on various tasks.

• We show that selection improves the performance of
state-of-the-art GCNs on tasks such as road traffic es-
timation and molecular property prediction.

2. Related Work
2.1. Graph Convolutional Networks

Graph Convolutional Networks using deep learning were
first introduced by Kipf et al. [23] with a basic learned
weight multiplier during the aggregation step. Many meth-
ods build on this technique through improving the mes-
sage passing system. These techniques incorporate higher-
order aggregations [19, 31], use attention-based approaches
[5, 43, 44], and utilize MLPs within the aggregation func-
tion [8, 45, 51]. For a survey and overview of Graph Neural
Network techniques, see [47].

Of particular interest to our work are Relational and
Selection-based Networks. Relational Graph Convolu-
tion [38] incorporated known node relationships into the
aggregation step of the convolution for knowledge-graph
tasks. This allowed the network to assign different weights
to each relation type. Other methods have improved this
aggregation [7] and used it for various applications [11,24].
SelectionConv [20, 21] used a formulation similar to [38],
but specifically applied the graph networks to image and
surface data by determining relationships (i.e., directions)
using a selection function as described further in Sec. 3.

2.2. Common Graph Network Tasks

In this work we demonstrate our method applied to a va-
riety of graph-based problems. We summarize here relevant
research on each such task.

Spatial Graph Classification
3D mesh and point-cloud classification is a common

task for graph networks. PointNet [33] was a foundational
work for using multi-layer perceptrons to learn on point
clouds, and was further expanded in [34]. Wang et al. [45]
achieve state-of-the-art performance by dynamically build-
ing a graph from point clouds based on feature values at
each layer of the network. More recently, many have ad-
dressed the need for an anisotropic convolution that ap-
proximates a local kernel similar to 2D CNNs [4, 12, 32].
Other researchers have focused on using attention mech-
anisms and transformers within spatial graphs and point
clouds [25, 35, 53].

Traffic Prediction
Since early in the age of deep learning, the task of road

traffic prediction has been approached using neural net-
works [29, 46]. Many have proposed using recurrent net-
works to handle the temporal nature of the data [2, 27, 54]
while others use explicit temporal convolutions [18,52]. At-
tention is also used to increase performance [1,18]. For this
work, we use a spatio-temporal network called TGCN [54].
This method uses a recurrent network to learn over time
steps, while using a GCN as an aggregator over the spatial
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information. For a survey of traffic prediction techniques,
see [22].

Molecular Property Prediction
Many chemistry datasets map naturally to a graph struc-

ture, whether it be representing protein structures as in the
PPI dataset [56] or molecules as in the QM9 dataset [50].
Gilmer et al. [17] were one of the first to introduce a mes-
sage passing scheme designed specifically for molecules.
Schutt et al. [39] proposed a continuous filter space for de-
scribing properties such as energy throughout the molecule.
DimeNet [15, 16] uses radial and spherical basis functions
to more accurately capture direction and angle between the
atoms, with further improvements made in [14]. Rotation
and translation equivariant graph neural networks have also
been used [3, 40] with current state-of-the-art results using
spherical message passing [28].

3. Selection in Graph Convolution
As introduced in [20], selection-based convolution par-

titions the edges of a graph based on relationships between
adjacent nodes. Edges are assigned to an individual parti-
tion by a selection function designed for a specific problem
domain. The partition an edge is assigned to is called its
selection. These selections are then used as the basis for
a set of unique learned weights. Thus, node features are
aggregated with different learned weights according to the
assigned selection of their connecting edges.

As a simple illustration of why one would want to incor-
porate selection into a network, consider the task of graph
classification on MNIST Superpixels [30]. This dataset
takes images from the original MNIST dataset [10] and rep-
resents them as superpixel regions. A single node is used to
represent each region, and nearby nodes are connected to-
gether as shown in Fig. 2. Each node contains a binary label
(0 for black, 1 for white) and the position of the centroid of
the region. The desired output is the digit (0 through 9)
represented in the original image.

To solve this task, a standard GCN could be designed
that takes as input the label and position of each node.
As demonstrated later in this section, most kinds of GCNs
would perform poorly on this task since they perform a
naive aggregation across all nearby nodes. Even though
position is included as input, there is no intrinsic under-
standing of locations in the network. In comparison, using
a selection-based approach, positional relationships could
be preserved during the convolution. This would be done
by preprocessing the edges based on the direction that they
feed into the source node. One partition could contain all
the edges coming from the left, another all the edges com-
ing from the bottom right, etc. By giving those different
kinds of edges different learned weights, the directional re-
lationship between nodes is preserved during the convolu-

Original Image Superpixel Graph

Figure 2. Example superpixel graph. Regions of similar pixels are
grouped together and represent a single node in the graph. Nearby
nodes are connected to each other. Our selection function then
partitions edges based on their closest cardinal or ordinal direction.

tion. This is represented by the different edge colors shown
on the right side of Fig. 2.

Though this is a simple example, there are many cases
where selection naturally fits into a graph problem. In order
to use selection-based graph convolution, the graph network
that is used for the task needs to employ selection informa-
tion. We now demonstrate how to augment many common
graph convolution operators to include selection informa-
tion.

3.1. Selection-based GCNs

The primary way to augment a GCN to incorporate se-
lection is to multiply incoming node features by unique
learned weights during the aggregation step. For example,
consider the common message passing system used in [31],
which is

x′
i = Waxi +Wb

∑
j∈N (i)

xj (1)

where xi is the vector of source features for node i, each xj

is the target feature vector for corresponding node j in the
neighborhood N (i), and x′

i is the resulting feature vector at
the source node for the next layer. The weights Wa and Wb

are learned during the training process. Note in this form
that all neighboring nodes j ∈ N (i) are treated identically.

To add selection information to this convolution layer,
we first define a selection function σ(i, j) that assigns the
edge between node i and adjacent node j to one of a set of
disjoint groups based on properties relevant to the problem.
We denote the set of all possible selection values as S =
{0, 1, 2, ..., smax} such that σ(i, j) = s ∈ S. Once these
are defined, we can modify the graph network to associate
learned weights to specific selection groups and complete
an additional summation across selections. This updates our
message passing system to be
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x′
i = Waxi +Wb

∑
s∈S

Ws

∑
j∈Ns(i)

xj (2)

where Ws is a learned weight for each selection s in the
set S of all possible selections, and the neighborhood N (i)
is partitioned into multiple selection-based neighborhoods
Ns(i) based on each selection s. Thus, selection weights
Ws are applied selectively to the nodes in Ns(i) first before
they are aggregated and multiplied by Wb.

In general, the message passing scheme for all
convolution-based graph networks [13] can be written as

x′
i = γΘ

(
xi,□j∈N (i) ϕΘ (xi,xj , ej,i)

)
(3)

where ej,i is a possible edge weight, γΘ and ϕΘ are dif-
ferentiable functions with possible learned weights, and □
denotes a differentiable and permutation-invariant aggrega-
tion function such as sum, mean, or max. To incorporate se-
lection, we use the same summation over selection weights
as in Eq. 2. A selection-based message passing scheme is
thus

x′
i = γΘ

(
xi,
∑
s∈S

□j∈Ns(i) ϕΘ (xi,Wsxj , ej,i)

)
(4)

which modifies the original message passing scheme in
Eq. 3 to include aggregation across selection without loss
of generality.

Note that these selection weights are different from edge
weights that are sometimes included in graphs. This is
because edge weights are usually a single value between
0 and 1 describing how much influence the node should
have during an aggregation, whereas selection weights are
learned, can be positive or negative, and apply the weight
per channel. This provides a nonlinear piecewise aggrega-
tion that has more expressive power than fixed or learned
edge weights.

To illustrate this approach, we add selection to multi-
ple graph convolutional networks and test their performance
on the MNIST Superpixel [30] classification task described
previously. For the regular graph networks, the input in-
cludes both the label and position of each node. For the
selection-based graph networks, node position is used to
process the selections, but only the node labels are given
as input to the network. We use an 8-way directional se-
lection function that assigns edges based on the best align-
ment of the spatial relationship between the superpixels and
the eight cardinal/ordinal directions (or zero if extremely
close to the connected node) as described in more detail in
Sec. 4.1.

We compare performance of various baseline GCNs to
various selection-based GCNs. We use the naming conven-
tions of PyTorch Geometric [13] for each type of convo-
lution and denote their selection-based enhancements with
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Figure 3. Performance of various networks on MNIST Superpix-
els [30]. The regular networks had both the label (x) and the po-
sition (pos) information, while the selection-based networks only
had the label as input and used position only for preprocessing the
selections. Note that the selection-based networks perform better
than their regular counterparts even though they feed less informa-
tion into the network.

“Sel”. This comparison is shown in Fig. 3. Additional re-
sults are presented in Sec. 5.1.

As can be seen in this simple example, adding selection
to these networks gives them superior performance. Specif-
ically, note how a network such as GCNConv [23] performs
poorly on this task, but its selection-equivalent (SelGCN-
Conv) performs well. In Sec. 5.1, we show that selection-
based network performance is comparable to state-of-the art
approaches such as [45] despite omitting explicit position
information.

3.2. Why assigned selection over learned attention?

The description of selection may remind readers of
attention-based graph networks such as GAT [44]. The
multiple selection weights are similar to the multiple heads
in an attention-based network, the main difference being
that selection weights are assigned while attention heads
are learned. So what benefit does a predetermined selec-
tion have over a modifiable attention? While attention may
perform better when given general graph structures to work
with, if the graph has inherent properties that are easy to
understand and mathematically define, selection may be
preferable to attention because it more directly incorporates
the intuition that we often hope attention mechanisms will
eventually learn.

Selection can perform similarly or superior to attention-
based networks while having fewer parameters.

A single learned selection weight can be thought of as
having a similar number of parameters to a single head on
a multi-headed attention framework. Attention networks,
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however, often concatenate features and add additional lin-
ear layers to handle the aggregation of the learned features.
Thus, selection-based networks generally take less memory
than their attention-based counterparts, but this reduction of
parameters does not mean a reduction in performance. For
example, as we will show in Sec. 5.2, our selection-based
traffic-prediction networks outperform attention-based net-
works while using fewer parameters.

Selection can be included in complex network designs
that attention cannot.

Attention for graphs is designed to look at properties of
node features. In comparison, selection functions can be
designed to look at node features, edge features, or even
groups of nodes together and can be added to existing net-
works with just a few lines of code (which are provided in
the supplemental material). For example, DimeNet [16] is a
complex graph network that is designed for molecule clas-
sification and operates on groups of edge and even angles
between triplets of atoms. It would be quite difficult to in-
corporate attention into such a framework, but in Sec. 5.3
we will show that it is simple to add selection and improve
the performance on this network.

4. Selection Functions for Graphs
In our previous example, we used an 8-directional selec-

tion function to enforce spatial relationships between nodes
in a graph, but selection can be generalized to work with
any graph data given a properly-designed selection func-
tion. We now explain and generalize directional selection
and demonstrate possible selection functions for various
types of graph data.

4.1. Directional Selections

Given an edge between two nodes in a graph, the original
selection function presented in [20] determines the cardi-
nal/ordinal direction that the edge most closely aligns with.
This can be mathematically written as

σ(i, j) =

0 if ∥xj − xi∥ < ϵ

argmax
k

Dk · (xj − xi) otherwise (5)

where xi and xj are the spatial coordinates of nodes i and
j and Dk is list of the unit vectors for the 8 different direc-
tions of interest. If we are working with 2D graph data, we
can use this same selection function, but since we are not re-
stricted like [20] to match the 3 × 3 convolution kernels of
images, we can use any set of unit vectors that are equally
spaced by angle. Thus, we can include more or fewer di-
rectional vectors if desired. We show the results of such
adjustments in Sec. 5.1.

We can extend this selection function to work with 3D
data by expanding the list Dk accordingly. One possible

Figure 4. The 26 vectors representing the different directions of
interest in a 3D selection function. The vectors are normalized
during selection calculations.

formulation is to take the unit vectors formed by all combi-
nations of -1, 0, and 1 for each dimension, giving 26 vec-
tors that align with the various faces, edges, and corners
of a cube, as shown in Fig. 4. (We exclude the null vec-
tor [0, 0, 0] and account for this explicitly in Eq. 5.) Again,
any set of equally-spaced unit vectors could theoretically
be used, but we empirically find this to be an effective set
as demonstrated in Sec. 5.1.

Limitations of Directional Selections
As often pointed out in related work [19, 33], 3D data

usually does not maintain a canonical orientation between
samples in the dataset. Because of the ambiguous rota-
tion, directional selections would be ineffective in such a
case without using techniques as such learned data align-
ment [33]. Thus, we specifically experiment on datasets
where a consistent global orientation exists. Our method
could also be applied to datasets where a local orientation
exists for each node, such as on surfaces or other manifolds.

4.2. Distance Selections

In addition to the spatial direction associated with in-
coming edges, some tasks may be sensitive to the distance
between the target and source nodes. In the task of road
traffic prediction, for example, one would expect during a
particular time step that nearby nodes would have greater
effect on local traffic than distant nodes. Distances are often
used to inform edge weights in traffic datasets [27], but this
simply dilutes messages in most aggregation schemes, and
distances are otherwise not accounted for. A selection func-
tion provides more expressive depth to the GCN through its
piecewise aggregation of learned weights. This creates a
nonlinear function over distance.

One possible formulation of a distance selection function
is to bin distances of similar value, forming various equiv-
alence classes. Mathematically, this would have the form

σ(i, j) =

⌈
b

√
(xj − xi)2

dmax

⌉
(6)

where b is the number of desired bins and dmax is the maxi-
mum distance between nodes in the graph. Note that nodes
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Figure 5. A distance selection function bins nodes based on their
distance from the source node.

that are a distance of 0 apart (i.e., nodes connected to them-
selves) receive their own bin, then the rest of the distances
are linearly separated, creating b+1 partitions as illustrated
in Fig. 5. Depending on the data, other binning strategies
such as quadratic or log-based separations could be used by
preprocessing the distance values.

4.3. Other Selections

Many other possible selection functions exist based on
the specific nature of the graph data that is being used. A
selection function can be designed whenever there is a node
or edge property that can be divided into different groups.
For example, temporal selection could be used to separate
past, present, and future nodes for spatiotemporal graph
data. This could especially benefit dynamic graphs such as
those generated in [24]. Another example includes pairings
of node attributes, such relationships between members of
different age groups in a social network. Selection func-
tions can even be introduced into more complex networks
that learn on groups of nodes at a time. As we will show
in Sec. 5.3, a selection function can be used to distinguish
between different angles between atoms in a molecule. This
selection function bins angles together in fashion similar to
that presented in Eq. 6. As long as there is an intuitive prop-
erty that can be retrieved before the aggregation step of a
network, a selection function can be used.

4.4. Combined Selection Functions

Any of the described selection functions can be com-
bined to increase usability. For example, the directional
selection function could be combined with the distance se-
lection function for increased performance in spatial tasks.
A spatial selection function could be combined with tem-
poral selections for time-dependant graphs. There may be
multiple node attributes you wish to compare at the same
time. All of these are scenarios where a combined selection
function could be beneficial.

To combine two selection functions together, a new se-
lection number is assigned for each possible pairing of the
selections. For selection functions σ1 and σ2, this gives

σ(i, j) = σ1(i, j) + |S1| σ2(i, j) (7)

where |S1| is the number of possible selections for σ1.
In this combined selection function, the new number of
learned weights is equal to the product |S1| |S2| of the num-
ber of selections for each original function.

5. Results

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in the
following tasks: Spatial Graph Classification, Traffic Pre-
diction, Molecular Property Prediction. We pick these par-
ticular tasks because they all have intrinsic spatial proper-
ties or other attributes that are well suited for the selection
functions described in Sec. 4.

5.1. Spatial Graph Classification

First, we show additional results for MNIST Superpix-
els [30] in Table 1. Also, we also show performance on the
CoMA 3D Faces dataset [36], which contains 3D meshes
of faces in 12 different expressions. We train various GCNs
on the expression classification task. These results are pro-
vided in Table 2. For these tasks, we use the 2D and 3D
directional selection functions from Sec. 4.1. As described
in Sec. 3.1, we use the naming conventions of PyTorch
Geometric [13] for each type of convolution and denote
their selection-based enhancements with “Sel”. An ablation
study of selection functions is provided for the SelGraph-
Conv network.

Additional ablation studies of selection functions as well
as our training configurations are provided in the accompa-
nying supplemental materials.

Table 1. F1 scores on the test set for MNIST superpixels [30].
Note that selection allows many networks to have near state-of-
the-art performance, even without explicitly receiving position in-
formation as input. Also note that EdgeConv and GAT, common
SOTA methods, cannot perform well without the position infor-
mation.

Network Input Selection F1 Score
GCNConv [23] label + pos - 0.645

SelGCNConv label 8 Directions 0.959
SAGEConv [19] label + pos - 0.893

SelSAGEConv label 8 Directions 0.940
GraphConv [31] label + pos - 0.625

SelGraphConv label 4 Distances 0.681
SelGraphConv label 4 Directions 0.955
SelGraphConv label 8 Directions 0.961
SelGraphConv label 12 Directions 0.963
SelGraphConv label 8 Dir + 4 Dist 0.968
GINConv [51] label + pos - 0.966

SelGINConv label 8 Directions 0.970
EdgeConv [45] label + pos - 0.987

EdgeConv label - 0.594
GAT [44] label + pos - 0.979

GAT label - 0.739
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Table 2. F1 scores on the expression classification task for the
test set of CoMA [36]. The input for network was 3D position
data. Note that selection-based methods outperform GAT while
using fewer parameters and are competitive with a network such
as EdgeConv that was designed specifically for 3D data.

Network Selection F1 Score
GCNConv [23] - 0.282

SelGCNConv 26 Directions 0.770
SAGEConv [19] - 0.150

SelSAGEConv 26 Directions 0.742
GraphConv [31] - 0.522

SelGraphConv 6 Directions 0.615
SelGraphConv 26 Directions 0.713
SelGraphConv 6 Directions + 4 Distances 0.682
GINConv [51] - 0.682

SelGINConv 26 Directions 0.779
GAT [44] - 0.600

EdgeConv [45] - 0.860

5.2. Traffic Prediction

We show the performance of selection-based GCNs on
the METR-LA dataset [27] which contains traffic data for
highways in Los Angeles County. For this tasks, we use the
distance-based selection function described in Sec. 4.2.

First, we show the ability of selection to improve basic
spatiotemporal networks. We start with the recurrent net-
work of TGCN [54] as our temporal backbone. We use
the implementation provided by [37] which includes a ba-
sic attention-mechanism across time as introduced in [1].
In our experiment, we compare replacing the standard spa-
tial graph convolution (GCNConv) in the network with our
selection-based one (SelGCNConv). We also compare with
using GAT as the spatial aggregator with four heads since
SelGCNConv uses four distance-based weights. These re-
sults can be seen in Table 3.

We note three important findings from these results.
First, selection-based graph convolution significantly out-
performs standard convolution, even when the convolution
uses distance-based edge weights. Second, we note that Sel-
GCNConv out performs GAT while using fewer parameters.
Last, we note that both standard convolution and attention-
based convolution do not scale in performance as more lay-
ers are added to the spatial network. In comparison, our
network continues to improve in performance when addi-
tional layers are used.

As another experiment, we modify the MSTGCN net-
work proposed in [18] to include selection. In [18], AST-
GCN implements an attention-based Chebyshev convolu-
tion for the spatial aggregator in the traffic network. MST-
GCN is also described as its non-attention counterpart.
By simply augmenting MSTGCN to include selection, we
achieve superior performance to ASTGCN while having
fewer parameters. This is shown in Table 4.

Finally, we specifically find that a five-layer deep version

Table 3. Mean absolute error in prediction of traffic speed (in mph)
after different amounts of time for the METR-LA dataset. The
designation (EW) means that distance edge weights were used.

Network Layers # Params 15 Min 30 Min 60 Min
GCNConv [23] 1 26.1K 6.186 6.356 6.654

GCNConv (EW) 1 26.1K 5.265 5.591 6.100
GAT [44] 1 78.7K 3.206 3.788 4.632

SelGCNConv 1 75.3K 3.010 3.603 4.472
GCNConv 2 38.6K 6.366 6.479 6.674

GCNConv (EW) 2 38.6K 5.837 6.021 6.326
GAT 2 277K 3.332 3.860 4.670

SelGCNConv 2 136K 2.901 3.389 4.073
GCNConv 3 51.1K 6.225 6.331 6.521

GCNConv (EW) 3 51.1K 5.993 6.140 6.389
GAT 3 476K 3.272 3.780 4.512

SelGCNConv 3 198K 2.814 3.212 3.707

Table 4. Mean absolute error in prediction of traffic speed (in mph)
after different amounts of time for the METR-LA dataset. Results
are given for non-attention-based MSTGCN and attention-based
ASTGCN as proposed in [18]. We compare this to our single layer
and multi-layer selection-based SelMSTGCN which have superior
performance.

Network # Params 15 Min 30 Min 60 Min
MSTGCN 80.3K 2.908 3.432 4.142
ASTGCN 367K 2.869 3.382 4.052

SelMSTGCN-1L 112K 2.850 3.329 3.936
SelMSTGCN-3L 236K 2.804 3.253 3.813

of the simple TGCN with SelGCNConv performs compara-
bly with the state-of-the-art methods that rely on complex
algorithms such as pretraining schemes and changing multi-
layer graph structures. These results are shown in Table 5.

5.3. Molecular Property Prediction

As another example task that benefits from selection, we
use the QM9 dataset [50], which contains over 130,000 or-
ganic molecules descriptions with the target of estimating
quantum properties such as Atomization Energy. We mod-
ify DimeNet [16], a state-of-the-art network designed for
molecular data. This network utilizes both learned features
on edges as well as angles between triplets of atoms. Thus,
we experiment with an angle-based selection that employs a
binning strategy as described in Sec. 4.2. For the angles, we
select in 3 groups between 0◦ and 180◦ (60◦ increments).
In the supplemental material, we also provide results for
distance-based selections, as well as a combined selection
function with both distance and angle using the technique
described in Sec. 4.4.

We compare the original DimeNet to our modified net-
work on multiple targets. In the original work, the au-
thors trained DimeNet for over 1500 epochs with exponen-
tial learning rate decay and an exponential moving average
on the weights of the network. We also use an exponential
moving average, but found we could achieve similar perfor-
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Table 5. Performance comparison on the METR-LA dateset using multiple error metrics for various state-of-the-art traffic prediction
networks. (*) Numbers taken from updated appendix D of [41].

15 Min 30 Min 60 Min
Models MAE RMSE MAPE MAE RMSE MAPE MAE RMSE MAPE
ARIMA [27] 3.99 8.21 9.60% 5.15 10.45 12.70% 6.90 13.23 17.40%
FC-LSTM [27] 3.44 6.30 9.60% 3.77 7.23 10.90% 4.37 8.69 13.20%
DCRNN [27] 2.77 5.38 7.30% 3.15 6.45 8.80% 3.60 7.60 10.50%
GMAN [55] 2.80 5.55 7.41% 3.12 6.49 8.73% 3.44 7.35 10.07%
SelGCN (ours) 2.80 5.15 7.57% 3.16 5.95 8.90% 3.59 6.81 10.58%
Graph WaveNet [49] 2.69 5.15 6.90% 3.07 6.22 8.37% 3.53 7.37 10.01%
MTGNN [48] 2.69 5.18 6.88% 3.05 6.17 8.19% 3.49 7.23 9.87%
TwoResNet [26] 2.67 5.13 6.83% 3.05 6.18 8.13% 3.49 7.32 9.67%
GTS* [41] 2.64 4.95 6.8-% 3.01 5.85 8.2-% 3.41 6.74 9.9-%
STEP [42] 2.61 4.98 6.60% 2.96 5.97 7.96% 3.37 6.99 9.61%

Table 6. The mean absolute error of DimeNet with various selection functions on multiple QM9 molecular targets. Results for SchNet are
also provided as a baseline. Selection over angle lowers the error rate of DimeNet on many tasks when using a full-sized network. Also,
our smaller selection networks can achieve similar results to the original network with far fewer parameters and less training time.

Target Unit SchNet [39] DimeNet-small SelDimeNet-small DimeNet [16] SelDimeNet
# of params - 534 K 608 K 2.1 M 2.4 M
training time - 21 h 24 h 32 h 48 h

µ D 0.033 0.037 0.031 0.029 0.028
α a0

3 0.235 0.059 0.051 0.047 0.044
ϵHOMO meV 41 32.4 29.2 27.8 23.1
ϵLUMO meV 34 23.0 21.0 19.7 18.0
⟨R2⟩ a0

2 0.073 0.739 0.597 0.331 0.451
ZPVE meV 1.7 1.37 1.25 1.29 1.25
U0 meV 14 9.40 8.30 8.02 7.88
U meV 19 9.95 8.29 7.89 7.87
H meV 14 10.53 8.40 8.11 8.71
G meV 14 10.97 8.71 8.98 9.11
cv

cal
mol K 0.033 0.027 0.025 0.025 0.023

mance using 200 epochs with a faster exponential learning
rate decay (from 10−3 to 10−5 over the 200 epochs). This
shorter training scheme is necessary to conduct an effective
ablation study over many targets and variations of the selec-
tion function. In all other ways, we match the original con-
figuration and hyperparameters of the original work for all
networks tested. Additional details are given in the accom-
panying supplemental materials. Lastly, we also experiment
with small versions of the networks, where the hidden size
at each layer is 64 instead of 128, which drastically reduces
the number of parameters and training time for the network.

The mean absolute error of each network for each tar-
get is given in Table 6. As is shown, selection improves
performance of the complex DimeNet network on many of
the desired targets. Additionally, a smaller version of our
selection-based network can achieve similar performance to
the original DimeNet while using fewer than 1/3 as many
parameters. We also note that selection increases error on

some targets. This reinforces the idea that selection func-
tions should be designed to match our intuition of the prob-
lem. A specific selection function is needed to improve per-
formance, not an arbitrary one. For molecule datasets, it is
possible that better selection functions could be designed by
specialists to match scientific principles of chemistry.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a technique for adding intrinsic graph

relationships into Graph Convolutional Networks, espe-
cially spatial data. We have demonstrated that incorporating
selection can improve a variety of networks and even out-
perform attention-based networks. We have further demon-
strated that our approach can improve the performance of
state-of-the-art graph networks or perform comparably with
smaller networks. Our framework is general and can con-
tinue to be used and extended by others to incorporate intu-
itive relational information into graph networks.
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